
Excellence in Technology Assistance

iSeries Linux Education and Services
(Course Number S6226)

This class will teach
basic and advanced
concepts of designing
and implementing an
iSeries Linux
implementation. By
the end of this class,
each student will have
set up multiple Linux
partitions in both
hosted and non hosted
environments.

What you are taught:
�

�

�

�

�

�

LPAR and Linux overview and
terminology
The functional capabilities provided
by Linux and iSeries
Planning and configuring an
iSeries system for LPAR and Linux
Implementing and supporting
Linux on an iSeries system - with
multiple distributions
Basic Linux Management on the
iSeries
There will be hands-on labs with
each major topic in the class

This class will use comparisons
between iSeries and Linux
commands as much as possible to
ensure that both iSeries and Linux
professionals learn what is required
about both products.
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Linux Consulting Services
Linux Consulting Services are
available on a contract basis through
the iTC and are customized in
content and length to meet the
specific needs of the customer.
Services are provided by iTC
personnel with expertise in Linux on
iSeries in a customer’s environment.
A typical consulting contract for Linux
on iSeries would be:

2 days of planning
1 day installing Linux (depending
on number of partitions, etc.)
1 day of education

The days included in the service
need not be consecutive, and may
be conducted on-site or via
teleconference.

�

�

�

For further information on Linux on
iSeries including education, visit the
iSeries HA web site at

Or send an email to the Rochester
Linux team at

http://www-1.ibm.com/servers/
eserver/iseries/linux

rchlinux@us.ibm.com

Audience:
�

�

�

IBM Business Partners
responsible for sales, planning,
and implementing Linux on
iSeries
Technical specialists, support and
services individuals
Customers implementing Linux on
iSeries

Prerequisites:

Enrollment:

� Strong knowledge of iSeries or
Linux systems

http://www-3.ibm.com/services/
learning/us/
(Search on S6226)


